CASE STUDY
Spitamen Bank, Tajikistan deploys i-exceed’s
Appzillon powered Internet banking solution

About Spitamen Bank
Spitamen Capital has been one of key players in the Tajikistan ﬁnancial sector as one
of the most active Microcredit Deposit Organizations for the past six years. Spitamen
Capital recently obtained a banking license from National Bank of Tajikistan in January
2014 and changed its name to Spitamen Bank. Currently, it is one of the most innovative and technology driven banks in the country.
Spitamen bank realized the need for an effective solution for its internet and mobile
banking needs while updating to a core banking system as it aims to serve corporate
clients as well as the unbanked citizens of Tajikistan.

Spitamen Bank’s Requirement
Spitamen Bank wanted to adopt the technology route to gain quick customer penetration in the country. The bank wanted to provide its customers the latest features of
internet baking solution which could also be used from an internet enabled mobile.
The solution was expected to possess the following capabilities:

High levels of data
integrity and
security

Feasibility to
extend
features

Easy to use
with simpliﬁed
UI

Single
solution for
both mobile
and web

The ability to
seamless work
with existing
backend
systems

Solution that
can be quickly
deployed

i-exceed’s Solution
Using Appzillon, i-exceed’s flagship Mobile Application Development Platform (MADP),
Spitamen Internet Banking solution was built and deployed in just 8 weeks.
The salient features of the Spitamen Internet Banking solution are:

1
Multilingual
support

2
Seamless integration with
the core banking backend
system using a new web
services tier

4

5

New functionality can
be easily added as
demand increases

All key consumer
transactions and
transactional reports
facility on mobile and
Internet platforms

3
Uniﬁed user experience
across mobile and
Internet platforms with
simpliﬁed UI

Result
Business beneﬁts of Spitamen Internet Banking solution:

CUSTOMERS

BANK

Access to best in class mobile and
internet banking facilities with
international standards and security.

Reduced branch workload and branch
operation costs as customers can
operate their accounts from anywhere.

Perform transactions on the move.

Increase customer base by offering
latest banking services

Foreign money transfers made easy in
multiple currencies

The new facilities are expected to
enhance customer reach, improve
service ratings.
Reduced operating time leading to
better proﬁtability, efﬁciency, and
competitive differentiation

About i-exceed
i-exceed technology solutions is a niche technology products company with primary
focus on the ﬁnancial services industry.
Appzillon, the flagship product, consists of Appzillon Development Platform and
Appzillon Digital Banking Suite. The development platform enables rapid delivery of
cross-channel applications using a unique automated process. The digital banking
suite consists of pre-built solutions that enable banks to offer end-to-end digital
experience for their end customers and internal users.
Appzillon is powering over 25 ﬁnancial institutions worldwide and is recognized as a
key player in the MADP and adjacent markets by Gartner.

